NET ZERO BUILDING OPTIMISATION
Helping property owners transition to a resilient net zero built environment &
align to a new sustainability, carbon and energy landscape
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Overarching message
It is not an exaggeration that eliminating real
estate’s 40% share of global emissions is catalysing
the most significant shift in the history of real
estate.
This is a fact gravely underappreciated by
traditional real estate investors, who not only have
the greatest power to directly facilitate the
inevitable transition to net zero buildings, but also
to most directly profit from its realization.
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A tremendous oversight if we consider how
rapidly the building decarbonization policy
landscape is evolving, how costly delay will be, and
how much new venture funding is being raised to
hasten the decarbonization transition.
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Real Estate faces an obsolescence hurdle
US Real Estate faces $1.1 Trillion
Obsolescence Hurdle
Pension Pulse – March 2022

60 office building values with
distressed commercial
mortgage-backed securities
fall by an average 67%,
erasing $1.2 billion

Prices for newer, amenity-filled
offices have gained about 15%,
they’re down 20% for smaller,
older properties
Goldman Sachs – March 2022

Bloomberg – March 2022

The outlook for the London fit
out market is improving. In
particular, strong demand for
assets with strong sustainability
credentials or the opportunity to
become more closely aligned to
the carbon net zero priorities of
occupiers.
Colliers – April 2022

909 Chestnut in St. Louis,
appraised in August 2022
at $9.2 million, down from
$207.3 million in 2014
Pension Pulse – March 2022

“There are only two differences between a good and a bad building:

Time and Money. Given enough time any good building will be bad,
and give it enough money any bad asset can become the best asset
around. The risk today is not to wake-up to obsolescence, but to
believe that some assets are immune”
- Olivier Elamine – Chief Executive at Alstria Office REIT-AG -
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What we do
Net Zero building adaptation and
transformation
Net Zero value chain alignment
Net Zero acquisition Due Diligence
Obtaining tenders and planning
permission with Net Zero requirements

Net Zero Asset Management and
Financing

A collaborative sustainability program for new and existing buildings
As the manager for this sustainability building program, SustainUK creates the infrastructure for any building, new or existing, to costeffectively and significantly reduce energy use while reducing greenhouse gas emissions and delivering measurable economic returns.
EU Renovation Wave

35 million

Our mission is to facilitate and mainstream Paris-aligned sustainable building development and to overcome real or perceived barriers,
including split incentives between owners and tenants (who pays?), cost/benefit concerns, how to finance, silo/linear thinking, business
interruption concerns etc.

Buildings by 2030

Just the facts

Net-Zero Buildings
annual growth

19%

What?

How?

How much?

•Economically viable integrated
optimisation program for new and
existing buildings, including:

• Rigorous iterative design and
planning process

• Typically ranges from incremental • “Right steps in the right order” for
savings to cost of €50k per 1000M2
whole systems optimisation

• Design and planning standards
• Financial alignment
• Stakeholder alignment
• Development team alignment

• Regulatory & policy alignment

Future proof against
Paris aligned
regulation

Annual energy
savings

€45K/1000M

100%

•To create a best practise model for
significantly reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and facilitate sustainable
design and operations in new and
existing buildings

Top three expected results
• Achieve an energy use reduction of
30-50% in the initial phase and
gradually increase the savings to
100%+ as the longer term projects
are completed

• Narrow highest impact ideas to a • Typically saves €17K to €45K per
• Don’t re-invent the wheel. Utilise
package of recommended projects
1000M2 in annual energy costs
both industry best practise, plus
and steps
latest LCA, Energy and BIM design
• Identify optimal balance of financial • Equivalent to a 38% to 90% energy
• Create a competitive advantage in
tools to speed up progress
reduction
and environmental return on
the market place
investment
• Developing robust solutions
Top three goals
• Become the standard for successful
requires holistic, multi-year
• Address increased infrastructure
multi-tenant building retrofits and re• models and collaborative efforts.
needs, utility costs, future planning
• Dramatically reduce the energy
design by tackling tenant as well as
and tenant use of energy
dependency and carbon intensity of • Flexibility & collaboration and
base building systems
• Includes building envelope,
buildings and demonstrate
aligning incentives & risks in the
automated controls, prop tech &
cost/benefits in a transparent and
design and planning team will
mechanics, IoT, air quality, tenant
verifiable way
ensure success of the program.
space design, tenant energy use
• Improve tenant comfort and reduce • Coordinate with ongoing capital
• Requires the active engagement of
tenant energy use via improved
projects and develop a financial
an ESCO, the building owner,
design and awareness
structure that is efficient and
building developer and building
achievable
tenants
• Improve the building’s marketability

Using cutting-edge tools
to build on
Process of elimination
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Energy dependency
reduction
up to

Why?

Top five critical thinking

LCA & BIM integrations
Baseline model of current
environmental and efficiency
performance; predicts performance
under new measures

Tenant sustainability master
plan tool
Engage tenants; provide energy
management guidelines and offer an
example Net Zero pre-built space
model
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Identify opportunities

Evaluate measures

Create options

Model iteratively

• Iterative financial modelling
process to identify final
recommendations

• Narrow down most impactful
carbon reduction options into
implementable projects

• Net present value

• Maximise net present value

• Greenhouse gas savings

• Balance NPV and CO2 savings

• Estimate theoretical minimum
energy, carbon and waste

• Euro to metric ton of carbon
reduced

• Maximise CO2 savings for a zero
NPV

• Develop (virtual) environmental
building performance analysis

• Calculate for each measure

• Maximise CO2 savings

The goal is to define intelligent choices which will either save money, spend
the same money more effectively or spend additional sums for which there is
reasonable payback through savings, revenue and valuation increases.
Addressing these investment correctly will align stakeholders and create a
competitive advantage through lower costs, higher efficiency and a better
environment for tenants

Want to know more?
For more information about our sustainability program, visit our website:
www.sustainuk.co or contact lucienne@sustainuk.co.uk

How we work
EVALUATE current capital projects
Baselining &
Benchmarking

Review
workshop

Presentation to
ownership

PERFORM life cycle analysis and DEVELOP list of potential improvement
measures
Carbon
Presentation to
Review
Engineering &
ownership
workshop
Re-design

ANALYSE financial and carbon impact per measure
Financial
Analysis/LCCA

Review
workshop

Presentation to
ownership

FINAL PACKAGE of implementable building improvement measures
Measures,
Targets and
Timelines

•
•
•
•

Review
workshop

Decarbonisation

Strategy &
Financial Plan

Energy performance optimisation
Carbon footprint reduction
Maximise building performance
Positive NPV, ROI and IRR

FINAL PACKAGE
of implementable building improvement measures

IMPLEMEN TATION
PHASE 1
• Contracts • Schedule
• Budget
• Design
• Bid

IMPLEMENTATION
PHASE 2
• Construction
• On-going measurement and
verification against contract

ALIGNING THE VALUE CHAIN: HOW WE WORK
Most sustainable building project failures can be traced back to the mismatch between business as usual
and the new sustainable optimisation process. SustainUK prevents this by aligning all stakeholders during
the early design and decision process.
SUSTAINUK PROCESS: KEY DECISION MAKING
BAU PROCESS: KEY DECISION MAKING
DESIGN DRIVERS
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced construction costs, use of materials, safety risks
and waste
Improved stakeholder alignment and partnerships
Better quality and design
Greater resilience and future proofing
Intelligent building optimisation

PLANNING
AND
DESIGN

TENANTS

MATERIALS

LOGISTICS CONSTRUCTION

MARKET

END OF LIFE

FINANCIAL DRIVERS
Increased income
• Higher rental
income
• Higher rental
growth
• Higher exit yield
Intangible benefits

Decreased risks

Increased property
value

Decreased holding
costs
• Lower overheads
• Lower vacancy
• Improved
financing
conditions

INVESTORS
AND
DEVELOPERS

IMPLEMENTATION
Contracts, remuneration and incentives aligned to
sustainable business plan and investment/underwrite
mandates

S U S TA I N U K
ASK FOR A CONSULTATION NOW
CONTACT US @

www.sustainuk.co

203 Westminster Bridge Rd
Bankside,
London, SE1 7FR

EMAIL
info@sustainuk.co.uk

PHONE NUMBER
Tel UK: +44 (0) 7796 144 703
Tel local: +350 57325000

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR SPECIFIC USE AND SHOULD NOT BE PUBLISHED OR
CIRCULATED OUTSIDE OF ITS INTENDED AUDIENCE. THE FACTS AND FIGURES ARE DERIVED FROM OWN
RESEARCH, WORK AND PUBLIC SOURCES AND HAVE NOT BEEN INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED BY CLIMATE
STRATEGY WHO PROVIDES NO GUARANTEE FOR ITS ACCURACY NOR COMPLETENESS NOR WILL ASSUME
ANY LIABILITY FOR SUCH ARISING FROM ANY THIRD-PARTY USE OF CONTENTS. ANY OPINIONS IN THIS
DOCUMENT CONSTITUTE THE PRESENT OPINION OF SUSTAINUK WHICH IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE. PLEASE
REFER TO WEBSITE AND RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

